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Abstract

Background: Sacral stress fracture is a rare but severe fracture that can be fixed by screw insertion. However, location and number of screws have been remained controversial. The goal of the present paper is to examine the efficiency of three fixation systems (1S-sup, 1S-inf and 2S) which vary in number and insertion location.

Materials and Methods: A 3D precious model of sacrum based on CT images, fractured from zone 2, was undergone to L5-S1 joint forces after the screws inserted in three fixation systems. Finite element method was used for the present research to evaluate stress distribution within the models and find the interfragmentary motion at the sacral fracture line.

Results: Stress is concentrated in vicinity to the fracture gap on the screws. Maximum stress was determined for 1S-inf system, considerably greater than two other systems. Although 1S-sup and 2S systems received similar maximum stress values, the relative displacement between the fragments was more limited in 2S system.

Conclusion: Screw fixation can be an efficient technique to fix the sacral fracture. By considering one screw to be inserted, superior location to the first foramina is more effective. Two-screw fixation system (2S) noticeably reduced the relative displacement between the fragments and prepared proper situation for fracture healing.

Introduction

Stress fracture is the most common type of sacral fractures that requires emergent treatment due to the weight loading of the upper extremities. However, since the symptoms of this rare type of fracture resemble with sciatic pain and also the radiographic findings are normal, the diagnosis of the sacral stress fractures has been generally concealed and the treatment subsequently hindered [1, 2]. Number of incidences of the sacral stress fractures has been increasingly reported within the population, specifically in elders due to their osteoporotic bones [3, 4]. Several sport medicine studies have also reported the sacral stress fractures in athletes [5]. Fracture in the sacrum of two male runners has been reported by Atwell and Jackson [6], and in the sacrum of a female runner who complained low back pain in one-leg stance position by Rodrigues et al. [7]. In another case for a female runner reported by Bottomley, muscular fatigue and bone density have been attributed to the sacral stress fracture [8]. Return to the competition has been reported for runners from 6 weeks [9], to 4 months [10], and even 8 months [11]. Also sacral stress fractures have been observed in army soldiers and military staffs due to repetitive loading on the sacrum [12].

The sacrum bone, in general, underwent to fracture in a superior-inferior direction, specifically in lateral parts. A line passing through the sacrum foramina named in Denis classification system as zone 2 [13], seemingly due to mechanical concept of stress concentration, is a prevalent type of sacral stress fracture [14-16]. It has been stated that the sacrum fracture is commonly occurred in the ala of the sacrum for athletes’ population [17, 18]. Furthermore, sacral stress fracture is typically diagnosed in unilateral cases [5].

Treatments for sacral stress fractures generally mostly have been limited to rest, unload the sacrum and avoidance from daily activities and then gradually return to the regular life by continuous following-up the patient [10]. For the harsh cases of fractures in which the sacrum is fragmented into bone parts, however, orthopedic sacroiliac screws have been used to connect the fragments together [19, 20]. By using such a technique which today has been considered as a minimally-invasive fixation method [21], minimization of fragment displacement is expected due to pain relief [22, 23], and also stability provision [24].

Finite element (FE) analysis is an efficient and accurate numerical technique to solve those problems whose geometry or boundary conditions are sophisticated and their analytical solutions are not easily available [25-27]. In these problems, simplifications in geometry of model may lead to deviated answer from the realistic one [28]. By discretizing the geometry of interest into a number of elements, FE method mathematically applies routine governing equations on them and then assembles the
effects of every element to find the mechanical characters, e.g. deformation, strain and stress components, at any location of the domain which may be useful from a biomedical point of view [29]. It seems that all the prerequisites to employ FE method have been gathered in orthopedic biomechanics. Human bones with their irregular geometry and boundary conditions which are generally intervened by use of implants and other treatment systems need to be analyzed using FE method [30]. To our knowledge, merely one numerical study has dealt with the role of sacroiliac screws on fixation of the sacral fracture [24]. Jia et al. investigated the effects of fixation systems on stability of the pelvis that underwent a fibular transplantation; however, their main aim was to evaluate the mechanical conditions in regions out of sacrum. Their sacrum model, on the other hand, was considered as an intact bone without fracture [31]. Furthermore, Anderson and Cotton studied the role of cement sacroplasty using FE models that exclude any fracture and concluded that cement injection can locally reduce 40-60% of strain in sacrum [32]. Therefore, the goal of the present study is to investigate the effects of three different types of horizontal sacroiliac screws on fixation of the zone 2 fracture in sacrum using finite element method.

Materials and Methods

In order to develop a realistic simulation case in the present numerical research, three-dimensional model of sacrum has been obtained based on computed tomography (CT) images (slice thickness = 2.5 mm, voltage = 120 kV) using CATIA software (CATIA, Dassault Systeme, version 5R19). Loading and boundary conditions have been considered to be in appropriate accordance with the reality. The superior area of the sacrum which is in contact with intervertebral disc of L5-S1 joint has been undergone to loading from the upper extremities in neutral standing position. Equally-distributed load of 565 N has been applied to the joint area and the sacroiliac joints have been fixed under the assumption of quasi-rigid joint. Three different treatment criteria have been considered to evaluate the effects of number and insertion location of the screws. In the first type, one screw has been inserted into the bone fragments of the sacrum superior to the first foramina (1S-sup).

The second type of the fixation is the same as the first one but the screw has been inserted below the first foramina (1S-inf). Finally for the third system of fixation (2S), two screws have been placed in both locations of the previous systems. Since the screws that were assumed to pass through the pelvis and sacrum fragments, two ends of the screws within the pelvis have been fixed. The interface of the screws and the bone fragments of the sacrum have been assumed perfectly-bounded. The gap between the two fragments has been considered as 0.25 mm. Figure 1 demonstrates three models of simulation.

Linear elastic material properties have been considered for the sacrum fragments and the fixation screws as well. Table 1 presents the mechanical properties for cortical bone and stainless steel for sacrum and screws.

The model has been discretized into 66358, 64158 and 76335 tetrahedral elements for three mentioned models respectively as shown in figure 1. Maximum size of the element has been set to 4 mm. Static solution has been considered in the finite elements analysis in Abaqus software (Abaqus, Dassault Systeme, version 6.10).

Results

Contours of von Mises stress in the models of interest have been demonstrated in figure 2. It is obvious that the stress is concentrated at the fracture gap in vicinity to the region where the screw has been inserted. The maximum stress within the 1S-inf system of fixation is greater than other systems of fixation. The fixation system of 1S-sup received slightly lower maximum amount of von Mises stress in comparison with 2S system.

Relative displacement at the gap between the fragments of sacrum bone can be a measure of efficiency of the sacroiliac screw systems in fixation of the fracture. The final aim of use of the screw fixation system was to minimize displacement of the fragments. However, the screws have been inserted in superior regions of the sacrum due to anatomical limitations, and consequently, it could be predicted that the fracture line receives diverse amounts of displacement. To this end, a path has been defined along the fracture line adjacent sides of the fragments from superior to inferior region. Figure 3 and table 2 show the graph and raw data of displacement difference between the fragments against the normalized distance along the defined path.
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Figure 2. Contours of von Mises stress in cut views through the models with their maximum amounts

Figure 3. Variations of displacement difference against normalized distance along the defined path for three systems of fixation

Table 1. Material properties for the sacrum and fixation screws

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Young's Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson's ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sacrum</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screw</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Displacement difference between the fragments in three screw fixation systems along the defined path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normalized path length (~ %)</th>
<th>Displacement difference (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1S-inf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.011832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.022404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.023162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.23E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.024641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.028513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.030815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Maximum ISFs for three fixation systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System of Fixation</th>
<th>1S-inf</th>
<th>1S-sup</th>
<th>2S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum ISF</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second system of fixation, i.e. 1S-inf, displacement difference between the fragments varies irregularly along the path rather than two other systems. The variation in the third system (2S) is considerably lower than other systems and remains at a constant level of displacement difference. Maximum interfragmentary strains (IFSs) based on the theory of Perren and Cordey [33], have been developed in table 3 for three systems of fixation.

Discussion

A precious model of sacrum based on CT data was employed. Efficiency of three fixation systems based on the insertion of sacroiliac screws on zone 2 sacral fracture was examined using finite element analysis. Maximum stress was determined for 1S-inf and concentration of stress was observed in vicinity to the screws. Contours of von Mises stress in the cut planes though the models indicate that the most critical region in fixation systems is in vicinity to the screws. In three models of interest maximum amount of stress is observed on the orthopedic screws in the gap between the fragments of sacrum bone. The principal reason for this outcome is the concentration of stress at that region where the medium and material discontinuities occur simultaneously. Noticeable difference in Young's modulus between bone and stainless screw (12 GPa in comparison with 200 GPa) causes the screw to bear higher share of the exerted load.

The second model (1S-inf) receives higher amount of von Mises stress which is considerably greater than two other systems of fixations. Since the loading on the L5S1 joint on top of the sacrum is out-of-plane, lowering the insertion location of the screw increases the moment arm due to loading and consequently imposes higher stress on the second system of fixation. The first model and the third one experience similar maximum von Mises stress which implies that when the screw has been inserted superior enough, maximum stress value is effectively limited disregarding to insertion of another screw below the first one.

Differences in the displacement of adjacent points linked together by the defined path (Fig. 3) shows that the second fixation system (1S-inf) is of higher relative...
displacement between two sides of the fracture. This implies that most deteriorated system for fracture healing may occur in 1S-inf system. Superior regions in 1S-inf case receive larger relative displacements due to its remarkable exposure to the loading prior to the load being transferred to the screw. By approaching to the location of the screw, relative displacements in all systems of fixation become minimum in 1S-inf and 2S or plateau in 1S-sup system. In 2S system of fixation which incorporates two sequential screws, two minimums is observable – one spatially coincided with plateau in 1S-sup, and, another with minimum in 1S-inf. Thus, it can be deduced that minimizing the relative displacement as a prerequisite for healing the fracture of sacrum can be achieved by screw fixation systems. Comparison between the systems of fixation stated that 2S system reveals lower relative displacement. This finding is in accordance with results of the FE study of Jia et al. Although they simulated the reconstruction of pelvis by replacement of fibular graft, the screw insertion into the sacrum roughly resembles with the present case. They finally reported that use two screws can more minimize the displacements between the bony parts [31]. Also, the difference in fragments' motion is roughly restrained along the defined path.

According to the interfragmentary strain theory [33], the third system of fixation prepares more appropriate condition to heal the fracture along the fracture line. In conclusion, sacroiliac screw insertion can be considered as an effective minimally-invasive fixation technique to minimize the displacement between fragments of the sacrum. Although the maximum stress values in two systems of 1S-sup and 2S are similar, displacement difference between the fragments is more minimized in 2S system.
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